
Finn Mac Cumhail
and the

Fiann [1] na h-Erenn.

We have already related, on the authority of the Shannachies, that king Cormac had ten
daughters, but of these we shall here speak of no more than two, namely, of Grainni,[2] who
was at first the wife of Finn, son of Cumhal (Cúvál or Cooal), but who afterwards eloped
with Diarmaid O’Duibne (Deermid O’Duivnie or Divynee) ; and of Ailbi (Alvie), daughter of
Cormac, who also became the wife of Finn after the elopement of her sister.

Now, I hold it to be untrue for any person to assert that Finn and the Fiann (Feeann) never
had existence. For, in testimony of their having really existed, we have still remaining those
three proofs, whereby, with the single exception of what is recorded in Holy Writ, the truth of
all historic facts are tried. These are, firstly, common oral tradition, handed down from father
to son ; secondly, ancient written documents, and thirdly, ancient landmarks and monumental
remains. We have ever heard, and are constantly hearing it repeated from mouth to mouth,
that Finn and Fiann once had existence ; and again, our ancient books record their adventures
very fully ; and we still have living witnesses of their existence in the ancient names attached
to the localities, and the monumental remains, that have been called after them — such as
Suidhe Finn (Suee-Finn), i.e. Finn’s Seat or resting place, upon Sliabh-na-m-ban-bh-fionn[3]
(Slieve-na-man-vynn), which was so called from this hero, Finn Baeisgni ; [4] and Glenn
Garaidh (Glen-garra), i.e. Garaidh’s valley, which is called after Garaidh Glun-dubh (gloon-
duv), son of Morna, and which lies in Ui Fathaidh[5] (ee Fahie), and Leba Diarmoda is
Grainni (Labha-yeermodas-Granini), i. e. Diarmaid and Grainni’s Bed, in Ui Fiacrach Aidhni
[6] (Ee Feeghragh Eynié) which is now called Duithché Ui Sechnasaigh (Dohee-
Shaughnasy’s) or O’Shaughnasy’s country ; and so likewise of numbers of other localities
throughout Ireland.

But if any person should say, that a great deal of what has been told of the Fiann is incred-
ible, in that I hold him to be perfectly correct. But, there was no country in the world in which
men did not write untrue stories, in the days of Paganism. I could even point many stories of
that kind, such as the Knight of the Sun and similar ones, that were composed even in the
times of the Faith. Nevertheless, there is no country in which some true and credible histories
were not written at the same time. In like manner, although many fabulous and romantic tales,
such as the Cath Finn-Tragha (Cah-Finn-Troye), or Battle of Ventry ; the Bruighen Caerthann
(Brueen Kairhan), or Fortress of Caerthann ; the Imthecta an Ghilla Decair (Imhaght an-yilla
dacker), or the Adventures of the Dissatisfied Clown, and such like, have been written upon
Finn and the Fiann for pastime’s sake, it is nevertheless certain that some true and credible
histories have been written of them likewise.[7]

It is, also, proved that their persons were of no extraordinary size, compared with the men
that lived in their own times, and, moreover, that they were nothing more than members of a
body of buanadha (boonagha), or soldiers, maintained by the Irish kings, for the purpose of
guarding their territories, and of upholding their authority therein. It is so that captains and
soldiers are at present maintained, by all modern kings, for the purpose of defending their rule
and guarding their countries.

The members of the Fiann lived after the following manner. They were quartered upon the
people of Ireland from Samhain (All Hallows) to Beltani (May), and their duty was to uphold
justice and to put down injustice on the part of the kings and lords of Ireland, and also to



guard the harbors of the country from the oppression of foreign invaders. Then, from Beltani
to Samhain, they lived by hunting and the chase, and by performing the duties demanded of
them by the kings of Ireland, such as preventing robberies, exacting fines and tributes, and
putting down public enemies, and every other kind of evil that might afflict the country. For
performing these duties they received a certain fixed pay, just as a fixed stipend is at present
given by all the kings in Europe, to the captains and officers that are employed in executing
their commands.

However, from Beltani till Samhain, the Fiann had to content itself with game, the product
of its own hunting, as its maintenance and pay from the kings of Ireland. That is, its warriors
had the flesh of the wild animals for their food, and the skins for wages. During the whole
day, from the morning until the night, they ate but one meal, of which they were wont to
partake towards evening. About noon, it was their custom to send whatever game they had
killed in the morning, by their attendants, to some appointed hill, where there should be a
convenience of wood and moorland. There they used to light immense fires, into which they
put a large quantity of round sandstones. They next dug two pits in the yellow clay of the
moor, and, having set part of the venison upon spits to be roasted before the fire, they bound
up the remainder with sugans, in bundles of sedge, which they placed to be cooked in one of
the pits they had previously dug. There they set round them the stones which had been heated
in the fire, and kept heaping them upon the bundles of meat, until they had made them seethe
freely, and the meat had become thoroughly cooked. From the greatness of these fires, it has
resulted that their sites are still to be recognized, in many parts of Ireland, by their burnt
blackness. It is they that are commonly called “ Fualacta-na-Fiann” (Foohghta-na-veean),
that is, the Cooking-places or Kitchens of the Fiann.

As to the warriors of the Fiann, when they were assembled at the place where their fires had
been lighted, they used to gather round the second of those pits, of which we have spoken
above, and there every man stripped himself to his skin, tied his tunic round his waist, and
then set to dressing his hair and cleansing his limbs, thus ridding himself of the sweat and the
soil contracted during the day’s hunt. Then they began to supple their thews and muscles in
gentle exercise, loosening them by friction, until they had relieved themselves from all sense
of stiffness and fatigue. When they had accomplished this, they sat down and ate their meal.
That over, they commenced constructing their “ fiann-bhotha” (feean-vohá) or hunting
booths, and preparing their beds, and so put themselves in train for sleep. Of the following
three materials, then, did each man construct his bed, namely, of the brushwood of the forest,
of moss, and of fresh rushes. The brushwood was laid next the ground, over it was laid the
moss, and lastly the fresh rushes were spread over all. It is these three materials that are
designated in our old romances as the “ Tri Cuilcedha na-Fiann” (Three quilkagha na
veeann), that is, the Three Beddings of the Fiann.

Campion tells us in his Chronicle, that Finn, son of Cumhal, was the same person whom
some authors have called Roanus. But this assertion of his is unfounded in fact ; for you must
understand that his father was Cumhal, son of Trenmor, the fourth in descent fiom Nuadath
Nect, monarch of Ireland, and that his mother was Muirrinn Mong-caein, that is, Muirrinn of
beauteous hair, daughter of Tadg (Teigue), son of Nuadath, the druid of the monarch Cathaeir
Mor.

Almha[8] (Alva), of Leinster, was the native inheritance of Tadg, son of Nuadath. It was
from him that Almha fell into the possession of Finn, in right of his mother. It was the king
of Leinster that gave him Formaeil na bh-Fiann[9] (Formeel na veean), where Luimnech
Laighen (Lymnagh Loyen) is now situated.



Buchanan, in his History of Alba (Scotland), has called Finn a giant, telling us that he was
fifteen cubits in height. But that statement is untrue ; for it is evident from our ancient historic
books, that he was of no extraordinary size beyond the men of his own time. It is also evident
from them, that there were men in the Fiann who were more remarkable for their personal
prowess, their valor, and for the size of their bodies than he. The reason, indeed, why he was
made Righ-Feinnedh (Ree-Faineh), or king of the Fiann, and set over the warriors, was
simply because his father and grandfather[10] had held that position before him. Another
reason, also, why he had been made king of the Fiann, was because he excelled his contemp-
oraries in intellect and in learning, in wisdom and in subtlety, and in experience and hardi-
hood in battle-fields. It was for these qualities that he was made king of the Fiann, and not for
his personal prowess, or for the great size or strength of his body,

In ordinary times, the host maintained as a standing army, under Finn’s command,
amounted to three “ Catha” (caha), styled the Three “ Catha” of the Gnath-Fiann (Gnah-
Feeann), or ordinary Fiann. In each “ cath” [11] (cáh) of these, there were three thousand
men. This was the case when the people of Ireland were at peace with one another ; but
whenever hostilities broke out between any of the nobles of Ireland and the Ard-righ, or
whenever it was found necessary to send forces to Alba, in order to support the Dal-Riada[12]
against the Almhuraigh[13] (alvoorih), or foreigners, then there were usually seven “ catha”
placed under the command of Finn — so that he might have at his disposal a force numerous
enough to enable him to afford aid to the Dal-Riada in Alba, and, at the same time, to protect
Ireland from either foreign or domestic oppression.

Under Finn, the Righ-Feinnedh, there were many chieftains.[14] There was the cath-
mhiledh (cah-veeleh), in command of the “ cath ;” the Kenn-fedhna (kenn-faana), over each
band of a hundred men, like the captains of the present day ; the “ taeisech caegad”
(tueesagh-caegad), or leader of fifty, and the “ taeisech-naenmhar” (naynoor), or leader of
nine warriors. This arrangement resembled that practiced, at the same time, amongst the
Romans ; for, when ten files or ten ranks were made of the hundred men, there was a man
whom they called the “ taeisech-naenmhar,” set at the head of each rank. Hence, when we
read in the histories of Ireland, or in our old romances, of any warrior of the Fiann, who is
there styled “ fer comhlainn céd” (fer cohlinn caid) that is, a match for a hundred in battle, or
of one styled a match for fifty, or for nine, or any other such term, we must not understand
therefrom that such man was, in his own proper person, able to repel the attacks of either one
hundred, or of fifty, or of nine armed men ; we must merely understand, that the warrior so
styled was, with the band under his immediate command, a match for another warrior of likee
rank, commanding an equal number of men.

The Gesa [15] (gassa), i. e. the sacred in junctions of the Fiann.

There were four injunctions laid upon every person admitted into the order of the Fiann :

The first injunction was, never to receive a portion with a wife, but to choose her for good
manners and virtues ;

The second was, never to offer violence to any woman ;

The third was,
never to give a refusal to any mortal, for anything of which one was possessed ;

The fourth was, that no single warrior of them should ever flee before nine champions.



Here follow the conditions, attached by Finn to the “ Gradha Gaisgi” (grawa gashkie) ; or
Degrees in Chivalry, which each warrior was obliged to receive previous to his admission
into the Order of the Fiann.

The first condition.[16] No man could be admitted into the Fiann, either at the Mordhail of
Uisnech, the Aenach of Talti, or at the Feis of Temhair, until both his father and mother, his
tribe and his relatives, had first given guaranties that they should never make any charge
against any person for his death. This was in order that the duty of avenging his own blood
should rest with no man, other than himself ; and in order that his friends should have nothing
to claim with respect to him, however great the evils inflicted upon him.

The second condition. No man could be admitted into the Fiann, until be had become a
bard, and had mastered the Twelve Books of Poesy.[17]

The third condition.[18] No man could be admitted into the Fiann, until a pit or trench, deep
enough to reach to his knees, had been dug in the earth, and he had been placed therein,
armed with his shield, and holding in his hand a hazel staff, of the length of a warrior’s arm.
Nine warriors, armed with nine javelins, were then set opposite him, at the distance of nine
ridges ; these had to cast their nine weapons at him, all at once, and then, if he chanced to
receive a single wound, in spite of his shield and staff, he was not admitted into the order.

The fourth condition. No man was admitted into the Fiann, until — having had his hair
previously plaited — he had been made to run through a thick wood, where, having given
him but the odds of a single tree, placed between him and them, all the men of the Fiann
started off at once in his pursuit, with fall intent of wounding him. In this trial, they gave him
but the odds or advantage of one tree, and if they came up to him they wounded him, and he
was refused admission into the Fiann.

The fifth condition. No man was admitted into the Fiann, whose arms trembled in his
hands.

The sixth condition. No man was admitted into the Fiann, if a single braid of his hair had
been loosened out of its plait by the branches of the trees (as he ran through the wood).

The seventh condition. No man was admitted into the Fiann, whose footstep had broken a
single withered branch in his course.

The eighth condition. No man was admitted into the Fiann, unless he could jump over a
branch of a tree as high as his forehead, and could stoop under one as low as his knee,
through the agility of his body.

The ninth condition. No man could be admitted into the Fiann, unless he could pluck a
thorn out of his heel, with his hand, without stopping in his course.

The tenth condition. No man could be admitted into the order, until he had first sworn
fidelity and homage to the Righfeinnedh.

[1] Fiann. This word is used in a collective sense, and must, throughout this work, be under-
stood as the order of men called the ‘FIANN’ (Feeann).Its plural, “ Fianna,” means bands
bodies of the Fiann. An individual member of the order was styled “ Feinnidhe” (Fainyee).



[2] Grainni. According to the Fenian Romance — “ Toraidhech Dhiarmad’s Grainni
(Toreeaght Yeermoda’s Grannyeh) i.e. the Chase after Dhiarmad and Grainni — this lady was
not actually married to Finn. She eloped with Diarmaid from her marriage feast. Diarmaid
O’Duibni. styled in ancient or romances, “ the dark haired Diarmaid of bright face and white
teeth,” was the Paris of the Fiann, without the effeminacy of the Trojan prince. By his race he
of the Ernaide of Munster. He is represented as the most agile warrior of the Fiann.

[3] Sliabh-na-m-ban-bh-fionn, i. e. the mountain of the fair women, now Slievenaman, county
Tipperary. The term “ fionn,” i. e. fair, now applied to this mountain, is thought to be a cor-
ruption of Femhenn (Fewenn), the old name of the territory where it is situated. Finn’s seat
upon this mountain, as well as upon the several mountain ranges in Ireland and Scotland,
where places so called are found, probably received its name from the fact of that chief
having been wont to make it his station, whilst his warriors were making their battue on the
lowlands beneath.

[4] O’Baeisgni, i.e. descendant of Baeisgni (Bueeshkni), son of the Irish monarch,Nuadath
Nect, from whom the clan of Baeisgni, of which Finn was the hereditary chieftain, received
its name.

[5] Ui Fathaidh. There were two tribes in Connaught, of this name ; one situated east of
Lough Corrib, in the county of Galway ; the other was located in Ui Mani, in the same
county. The name is anglicized O’Fahy. There was also a tribe of this name in the Barony of
Iffa and Offa, county Tipperary

[6] Ui Fincrach Aidni. The tribe-name of the O’Heynes, O’Shaughneasies, Mac Kilkellies,
and their correlatives. Their territory lay on the borders of the counties of Galway and Clare.
Those altar-tombs, composed of immense stones, so frequent in Ireland are sometimes popul-
arly but improperly called the Beds of Diarmaid and Grainni.

[7] The tales here mentioned, as well as all the other documents relating tothe Fiann which
still remain, are now in a fair way of being published by the Ossianic Society of Dublin. If the
Irish public, both at home and in America, will only support that Society as it deserves, our
Fenian literature will be soon be placed within the reach of Irish students. Until these Tales of
the Fiann, with the Ossianic Poems, be given to the public in a translated form, nothing like a
correct picture can be drawn of the state of Ireland, during the days when Finn and his
warriors flourished — days which may said to constitute the heroic epoch of our history.

(8) Almha, otherwise Almhain (Alwin). The site of Finn’s fortress, at this place, is now called
the Hill of Allen county of Kildare. The place is highly celebrated in the Ossianic Poems. In
the poem called the “ Builli Oisin,” i. e. the Rage of Oisin, occur the following verses, des-
criptive of Finn’s dwelling at Almha :

“ I feasted in the hall of Finn,
And at each banquet there I saw
A thousand rich cups on his board,
Whose rims were bound with purest gold.

And twelve great buildings once stood there,
The dwellings of those mighty hosts,
Ruled by Talg’s daughter’s warlike son.
At Almha of the noble Fiann.



And constantly there burned twelve fires,
Within each princely house of these,
And round each flaming hearth there sat
A hundred warriors of the Fiann.”

The fortress of Almha was at length destroyed, and its buildings burned, by Garaidh Mac
Morna, chief of the Fiann of Connaught. Its destruction forms the subject of one of Oisin’s
lays. Some traces of its fortifications still exist upon the hill of Allen.

The resemblance of this name, Almha or Almhain, to Alba, the Gaelic name of modern
Scotland, was laid hold of by Macpherson and his followers, in their surreptitious attempts to
rob Ireland of Finn and his heroes. It is true that the aspirated forms, mh and bh closely
resemble each other in power, and that Almha or Almhain might be written Albha or Albhain,
without causing any very perceptible difference in the pronunciation of the words, which is
either Alva or Alwa, Alvin or Alwin, and sometimes Allooin. But, unluckily for their
imposition, the letter “ b “ is never found aspirated in Alba, the name of Scotland, either in
the Erse or Irish tongues. Thus there is no double entendre possible on the subject.

[9] Formaeil na b-Fiann. The translator has not been able to determine where this Formaeil
lay, which could have been granted to Finn by the king of Leinster. There was a Sliabh
Formaeli, now called Sliabh Floiun, in the county of Roscommon. There was another place of
the same name in the county Tyrone. But neither of these were in Leinster. The place was
most probably situated upon the Shannon, the lower part of which was formerly called
Luimnech.

[10] His father and grandfather. Both Cumhal and Trennior (Trainmore) had been chiefs of
the Fiann before Finn. It was not, then, that chieftain who instituted the order, as some have
imagined.

[11] Cath, plural catha, is usually translated battalion. That term is, however, likely to lead to
misconception as to the effective force of the cath. Legion would have given a better idea of
the body of warriors composing it.

[12] Dal-Riada. The first permanent colony of the Scots (i. e. Gaels), under Carbri Iliada, the
son of Conari II, by the daughter of Conn of the Hundred Battles, had been already, for some
time, seated in that part of modern Scotland now called Argyleshire, “ which, taking the name
of its princely founder, grew up, in course of time, into the kingdom of Dalriada ; and finally,
on the destruction of the Picts by Kenneth Mac Alpine, became the kingdom of all Scotland.”
—Moore.

[13] Alinhuraigh. By these are understood the Romans, and, perhaps, the Teutonic hordes.
The presence of the Fiann in Scotland must have been frequent, for their names are scarcely
less wedded to the Highlands of Alba than to those of Ireland.

[14] Chieftains, i. e. officers. These officers are somewhat differently styled and arranged by
other authorities, namely, 1st, the Righ Feneidh, in supreme command ; 2d, the Taeisech
Catlia (Tueeshagh Caha), or commander of a cath ; 3rd, the Fer-comhlann-mhile (Fer
cohlann-veeleh), or commander of a thousand ; 4th, the Fer-comhlann-ched, or leader of a
hundred ; 5th, the Fer-comhlann-caegad, or leader of fifty ; and 5th, the Fer-comhiann-
naenmhar, or leader of nine.



[15] Gesa. These appear to have been the general vows of chivalry by which all members of
the order were bound. In addition to them, each warrior had some particular “ geis” (guesh),
or vow, by which he was individually bound.

[16] First Condition. The object of this condition was designed to overcome those hereditary
feuds, which were the cause of so much bloodshed amongst the Gaels, and to substitute the
obligations of discipline for the ties of kindred.

[17] Twelve Books of Poesy. Perhaps the twelve rules for bardic composition.

[18] Third Condition. The reason for this trial was to make sure, that the claimant for admis-
sion was competent to fill the post of Fer-comhlann-naenmhar, or officer placed at the head of
a file of nine men, in which position he was expected to ward off from his filesmen, the
javelins of an equal file of attacking enemies. The conditions that follow were designed to
insure swiftness and lightness of foot, steadiness of hand, exactitude of personal adjustment,
agility and obedience to orders.

Foras Feasa Ar Eirinn
Do réir

An athair Seatheun Céiting, Ollamh Ré Diadhachta.
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‘The chief design with which this book has been translated and annotated, has been to make
the author’s meaning perfectly understood by the majority of its readers, and to give the
latter some insight into the manners and customs of the ancient times of which he treats.
Should this design be accomplished, the translator and editor will rest perfectly content with
what he has done. Throughout the work it has also been a desired object with him, to fix the
minds of the disinherited sons of the Clanna Gaedhail, wherever scattered, upon that green
land which is their ancestral birth-right, so that they may never forget that Ireland is their
proper home, and that it is they themselves, not the land-jobbers who now devour its people
and its fruits, that have any just claim to possess its soil.’—The Translator’s Preface.
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